2^0	INDUSTRIAL  CONDITION,
other forms of the goldsmith's art scarcely less venerable than that of
the Hiigrains, possessed of great aative beauty, and which also have'
survived in India, through the long roll of centuries, as the Zend and
Sanskrit languages" have survived there, the inheritance of families or
clans. Those forms of art are perishing one by one; as the family In
whom It may have been handed down becomes extinct or lets the thread
tie broken, each of these hereditary industries of India moves on with
time to its extinction.'7
We have in India the most primitive methods of
personal adornment in. the wild aboriginal races as well
as j£s highest development among the more civilised
Hindus and Mahoinedans. Bones of animals, tusks
of wild boar, plumage of birds, shells and seeds of gaudy
colours still afford an endless supply of personal orna-
ments to the savage tribes of the Indian forests ; while
on the other hand the skilful Murassia-kdr set with
unrivalled ingenuity precious stones on massive golden
jewellery for the use of- the "high and the rich. The
• Setting • of pre-. principal stones used are diamonds,
clous stones.	rubies, onyxes, carnelians, emeralds,
turquoise, jade, agates, jaspers, &c. After the goldsmith
has finished his work the article goes to the enamalier
to be enamelled on the bark, and then it comes to the-
setter of jewels. Delhi is the headquarters of this
industry, and Mr. Kipling makes the following remarks-
on ths subject:—
" Another' speciality of Delhi •: is the [incrustation of jade with-
patterns of which the stem work is in gold and the leaves and flowers-
in garnets, rubies, diamonds, &c. For examples of the'best'of older
work we must now go to the great European collection's, where are
objects of a size and beauty seldom met within J[ndia» The mouth-
pieces of Hukkast the hiltfc of swords and daggers, the. heads of walk-

